PRESS RELEASE
IN2CORE Completes Cloud & App Security Assessment of QTAKE Cloud with Convergent
Los Angeles and Bernolakovo 7, June 2021. IN2CORE and Convergent announced the completion of a
cloud and application security assessment for the QTAKE Cloud video collaboration application used by
thousands of film productions around the globe.
With the increased use of cloud-based video editing applications, content owners have been keen to ensure
that cloud and application security best practice standards are being followed in order to ensure that content
remains safely protected throughout the creative process.
Vlado Struhar, Founder of IN2CORE commented: “Undertaking the security assessment with Convergent
has been extremely useful in helping us verify the security posture of QTAKE Cloud. Furthermore, it is
helping up plan for future development and upgrades. The assessment was thorough, and we found
Convergent’s cloud security team very helpful.” He went on say: “Our QTAKE Cloud application – which is
an all-in-one tool for remote collaboration providing low latency streaming, remote playback and metadata
sharing – has seen a sharp rise in demand over the last eighteen months within the creative community.”

Mathew Gilliat-Smith, EVP at Convergent Risks said: “Both the QTAKE Cloud application and IN2CORE
as a company have undergone this cloud and application security assessment and it’s encouraging to see
that this is helping them provide additional reassurance to content owners as well as with their future
development plans.” He went on to say: “We are seeing an increasing number of creative service vendors
and SaaS applications undergoing this type of security scrutiny. The methodology we use, which has been
shared with content owners and the trade bodies, is based on accepted cloud and cyber security best
practices aggregated specifically for media and entertainment workflows.”
About IN2CORE
IN2CORE s.r.o. is a Europe based software company founded in 2008. The company is worldwide known
for development of the most advanced video assist software QTAKE, as well as video assist related
hardware devices (QOD+, MetaCoder) and software applications (QTAKE Cloud, Server, QTAKE Monitor
and other). For more information, visit qtakehd.com or qtake.cloud.

About Convergent
Convergent Risks is a principal provider of risk assessment and compliance services with offices in the US,
UK and India and representation across EMEA, the Americas and Asia Pacific. Our global team of qualified
assessors undertake site and cloud based security assessments efficiently and based on a competitive
pricing model. Additional services include web app and infrastructure penetration testing; cloud
configuration vulnerability scanning; pre-assessment and remediation consultancy; the Sanctum Hub
management portal; SOC2/ISO/NIST readiness; privacy compliance; and policy development.
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